Thank you to all Rotary Global Grant sponsors including the Rotary Clubs of Cebu, Willingboro, Bridgeport, Newtown, Croton-on-Hudson, The Pelhams, Cape Coral Goldcoast, Paramus, Rotary Districts 3860, 7500, 1880, Gift of Life Rotary District 7500 Foundation, Gift of Life Los Angeles, Gift of Life 7490 Foundation, Gift of Life Long Island, Gift of Life Inc., Gift of Life Metro New York, Gift of Life of New Jersey, and The Rotary Foundation.
ROTARIANS IN ACTION
The partnership between Rotary and Gift of Life to heal little hearts in Cebu through Rotary Global Grant 1867556 has been a huge success. During this third training mission, 35 children were treated. A total of 20 surgical procedures were performed as well as 18 Interventional Catheterization Procedures, 6 Diagnostic Catheterizations and 5 attempted Interventional Catheterizations.

Gift of Life International is proud to continue this new initiative in Cebu with Dr. Rodrigo Soto and his medical team, Vicente Sotto Memorial Medical Center (VSMMC), The Rotary Foundation and the Rotary Clubs of Cebu and Willingboro. An astounding 95 children have been treated for their heart ailments in just three mission trips. Quite a remarkable accomplishment as we continue to heal little hearts in Cebu, The Philippines!

During each of the three training missions, the visiting team members have worked side by side with the VSMMC team members. Knowledge and skills transfer are continuous with both classroom and clinical training. The team at VSMMC have been engaged during each training mission and have shown a tremendous commitment to enhancing their skills which will enable them to care for Filipino children with heart disease.

Our sincere thanks to all Rotary Grant contributors for helping us to bring hope to these children and their parents. A heartfelt thank you to the members of the Rotary Club of Cebu for their warm hospitality and coordination of logistics for the mission team. We wish to express our gratitude to each member of the visiting team and each member of the local team from VSMMC for your dedication to the children in need. Last but not least, a huge thank you to the many vendors who donated product and services which helped us make a lasting impact on 35 more children and their families.
THANK YOU TO OUR VISITING TEAM FROM INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN’S HEART FOUNDATION

DR. RODRIGO SOTO
DR. TOM KARL
Pediatric Cardiac Surgeons

DR. HERBERT STERN
Interventional Cardiologist

DR. MEGAN MCGREEVY
DR. PETER MUNKHAMMAR
Pediatric Cardiologists

DR. GERALD WILLIAMS
DR. KAREN LIDSKY
DR. KONSTANTIN DENEV
Intensivists

DR. HELEN HOLTBY
DR. CARLENE BRODERICK
Anesthesiologists

STEPHEN TAYLOR
Perfusionist

LINDSAY BAILER
Respiratory Therapist

MARIA LEMIN
Scrub Nurse

SUK LING LO
COURTNEY HARDING
CATHERINE FERREIRA
JODI JAKUBEK
ZALAK AMIN
JULIE MIKUS
ICU Nurses

ROY MORRIS
Biomedical Engineer
Thank you to the Vicente Sotto Memorial Medical Center Team

**Cardiac Surgeons:** Dr. Sammy Anthony Yadao, Dr. John De Paz

**Pediatric Cardiologists:** Dr. Rudy Amatong, Dr. Francisco Remotigue Jr., Dr. Naomi Navarro-Poca

**Anesthesiologists:** Dr. Earl Gabriel Alfon, Dr. Gleen Augis, Dr. Frechie Vega Esma

**Intensivists:** Dr. Ramon Najarro, Dr. Wilfredo Dublin Jr., Dr. Audrey Najarro-Diaz

**Perfusionist:** Gerard Aquino, Ephraim Sedigo

**Nurse Supervisors:** Rebecca Ruedas, Renan Leuterio, Justeen Ogoc, Patrick Cuevas, Glenda Cuyos, Daphne Rodriguez, Rosalinda Silva, Robert Dave S. Ocampo, Benjamin Adabon, John Paul Obordo, Connie Tecling, Jessamae Cuyos, Lilian Delgado, Katherine Ceniza, Judylyne Alpuerto, Nina Potot

**Chief Medical Technologist:** Ingrid Peralta

**Cath Lab Nurses:** Richelyn Famoso, Maria Teresa T. Capangpangan, Jake Anthony Remulta, Ritchie Toong

**Cath Lab Technologists:** Ephraim Sedigo, Christophilde V. Llanos, Honely A. Culibra, Michael A. Claudio, Jade A. Awayan, Junito Empleo

**OR Nurses:** Gwen Anthea Orteza, Michelle Bernardo

**ICU/CCU Nurses:** Jennifer Diamante, Maria Carmela K. Madarieta, Larz Casquejo, Christy Faith Ocaba, Jean Obejero, Mary Grace Minoza, Susana Ygot, Kris Marcelones, Sharyn Rose Mabalcon, Jenninbeth Ubas, Mary Grace Retardo, Donah Diamada, Sanny Per Reroma, Joylaisa De Gracia

**Ward 4B Nurses and Aides:** Ashley Mia Ceniza, Karlo Enrique Eguia, Anjolette Cascabel, Nemia Tonacao, Kate Cillamac, Rubirosa Velmonte, Brenda Aranas, Monaliza Carcallas, Angelie Bumatayard, Diana Garcia-Sala, Raquel Ycong, Janice Seranilla, Christine Abellana

**Heart Station Nurses:** Rolynd Villanueva, Mildred Canaya, Gretchen Castanilla, Irene Mantilla, Johanna Apacible
LOCAL AND VISITING HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

Happy 3rd Birthday Clint!
THANK YOU FROM
SEAN
3 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:VSD,
Ventricular Septal Defect
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM
RYLE
10 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:VSD,
Ventricular Septal Defect
(Surgery)

In Loving Memory
ANDRIEN
11 MONTHS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:TOF
Tetralogy of Fallot
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM
FRANCINE
10 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: ASD
Atrial Septal Defect
(Surgery)
THANK YOU FROM KERN
10 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD
Double Committed Ventricular Septal Defect
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM HEZEKIA
9 MONTHS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: ASD
Atrial Septal Defect, Pulmonary Atresia
(Attempted Interventional Cath and Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM JACOB
2 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD, DORV
Ventricular Septal Defect
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM ROCHELLE
22 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus, Pulmonary Hypertension
(Surgery)
THANK YOU FROM **EMMANUEL**
2 MONTHS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Pulmonary Atresia, VSD, Tricuspid Stenosis, RV Coronary Fistulas (Attempted Interventional Cath, 2nd Successful Interventional Cath and Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM **JANELLA**
3 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD, PDA Ventricular Septal Defect, Patent Ductus Arteriosus (Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM **CRYSTAL**
6 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD Double Committed Ventricular Septal Defect (Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM **CLINT**
3 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD, RVOTO Ventricular Septal Defect (Surgery)
THANK YOU FROM GERALYN
17 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: TOF
Tetralogy of Fallot
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM JAMES
6 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: O.S. ASD
Atrial Septal Defect
(Attempted Interventional Cath and Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM JOHN
14 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: O.S. ASD
Atrial Septal Defect, RPA Membrane
(Attempted Interventional Cath and Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM REX
8 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD
Double Committed Ventricular Septal Defect
(Surgery)
THANK YOU FROM KEZARA
7 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: O.S. ASD
Atrial Septal Defect
(Surgery)

THANK YOU FROM FERRE
5 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:
Large PDA
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM JYZA
8 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:
Large PDA
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM BRYLE
2 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:
Large PDA
(Attempted Interventional Cath)
THANK YOU FROM JHON
1.5 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM DENVER
5.5 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: D-TGA
Stent Placement
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM JAMBY
14 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM KIM
11 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: ASD
Atrial Septal Defect
(Interventional Cath)
THANK YOU FROM JEAHNA
5 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS:
Large PDA
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM SAMLEO
6 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM JERLYN
13 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM REINNEL
3 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: VSD, PDA
Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(Interventional Cath)
THANK YOU FROM SARAH
6 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Large PDA (Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM DAPHNE
9 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Large PDA (Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM SAMANTHA
6 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Large PDA (Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM TRISHA
10 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Large PDA (Interventional Cath)
THANK YOU FROM
SOPHIA
9 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Severe Pulmonic Valve Stenosis (Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM
JEREMIAH
9 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: PDA Patent Ductus Arteriosus (Interventional Cath)

THANK YOU FROM
HANNAH MAE
9 YEARS OLD
DIAGNOSIS: Large ASD (Attempted Interventional Cath)
Gift of Life International (GOLI) is a Rotarian based program that provides cardiac care to children throughout the world. GOL was started by the Rotary Club of Manhasset in Rotary District 7255 USA and is currently sponsored by Rotary Clubs and Rotary Districts around the world. Gift of Life International is a non-profit organization which is tax exempt according to IRS Code 501c3. Tax ID#56-2322626

Providing Hope for a Brighter and Healthier Future to Children with Heart Disease in Cebu